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X. _muse maim, the lg and the more pid the maatio
b deXsew-r of everything noxious within it, and the more
powerfll and deadly therefore the resulting infection.
Such are a few illustrations of the two principal modes in

which the choleraic poison is diffused among the inhabitants of
this country. That it is sometimes conveyed broad-cast through
th. air, and sometimes mechanically carried about, there can
be no doubt; and I may perhaps, at some future time, give
speeific evidence in proof of the reality of both these modes
of dissemination. But this neither time nor space will at pre-
sent pennit.
I have now, sir, I hope, established the two fundamental

truths with wbose assertion I set ouit. I have proved that
cholera is a catching disorder; and I have also proved that the
specific poison which gives the disease is contained in the dis-
charges from the sick. One other question yet remains:-Do
these discharges contain the whole of the poison cast off from
the sick body, or only a part of it. The full discussion of this
question I shall reserve for my next letter. I am, etc.,

COMMON SENSE.
October 1851.

IMPORTANCE OF NOW ACCURATELY RECORDING
THE HISTORY OF THE PRESENT EPIDEMIC.

LETTER PROx G. MiToy, M.D.
Smi,-Will you allow me, tbrough the. pages of our JoURNAL,

to invite the attention of the profession, and especially of the
members of our Association, to the extreme importance of
obtaining and recording, ere it be too late, authentic informa-
tion upon a few points in the history of the present epidemic?

It is obviously a matter of the utmost value for many reasons
to deternine the exact date of the earliest case or cases in any
town, village, or district, where cholera has recently appeared,
and to ascertain the circumstances connected with the occur-
rence of such case or cases. The important question as to the
mode of the development and spread of the disease hinges
mainly for its soluition upon the determination of these two
simple points, provided always a sufficient number of thoroughly
authenticated facts from different districts can be obtained and
published for the purposes of comparison and sifting.
The "questions" of the Epidemiological Society, which have

been pretty largely circulated among the profession, draw
special attention to the subject; and if numerous replies be
received, a large amount of most valuable evidence respecting
the natural history, etc., of the pestilence may be expected-
evidence that would be pregnant with the most useful results.
At present, the only points on wlhich I would most earnestly

solicit information, are these:-
I. The exact date of the first and second (or, better still, of

the first, second, and third) cases, whether fatal or not, of wvell-
marked choleraic disease in the town, village, or district of -

u. Did any, and which, of these cases occur in persons
recently arrived from a place where the cholera existed? If
so, give when he arrived in his new abode, the name of the
place, and the day.s when the person left it.
m. Specify the residences of the two or three patients,

whether near to or remote from each other; and state if any
communication was traced between them.

av. Specify the number of inmates in the honse, and in the
room where the cases occurred. Were any of these inmates
subsequently attacked ? and, if so, state the exact dates.

It would be very usefuil to add a few particulars respecting
the character and condition of the earliest patients, and of their
dwelings; whether. these were clean and wholesome, or other-
wise; and whether they were known to have been the subjects of
cholera in the epidemics of l832 and 1849; stating also whether
diarrhoea or any other form of bowel disturbance had been pre-
valent in the place before, or not until after, the occurrence of
the earliest cases of cholera.

If only a hundred members of the Association in different
parts of the country, where the present epidemic has been felt,
would take the trouble to communicate to the JOURNAL accu-
rately ascertained answers on the above few points, some most
interesting and valuable information wonld be obtained. It is
only by collecting evidence of this sort, from different spots over
a large area, that anything like trustworthy conclusions as to
the manner of the rise and diffusion of cholera can be loolked
for. The important results that have of late years been achieved
by Colonel Reid and by Lieut. Maury, in meteorology and
natical bydrography, were obtained in this way.

Being unwilling to trespas again upon vour space for cor-
respondents, I would take this opportunity of inquiring of your

reades if therbe any amwat of inf -a s rom w*S
(a) the frequency of consecutive fever in dm of choler, MA
(b) the relative number of deaths and reooveries fom We fwr.

Dr. Gull, in his excellent Report, says that " we have n:e.
act data whereby to determine its frequency". It4s, I s_peat,
much more frequent in rural towns and districts than in the
metropolis and other large cities; but as to its compartive fr.
quency I have no accurate knowledge. That it is usualy very
fatal everywhere, there seems to be little doubt; but upon this
point, too, exact data are much wanted. I am, etc.,

G. Mxzox.
London, Oct 19th, 184.

PROPHYLACTIC MEDICINE: THE CHOLERA.
LETTER FROX C. RADCLYFEz HALL, ESQ.

Sut,-Some years ago, I endeavoured to attract attention, by
an anonymous letter in the Journal, to the question, whether
any preservative influence against the contagion of fever, then
prevailing, could be ascribcd to any mode of constitutiona
medication. I asked whether instances were known of the
apparent exemption of individuals greatly exposed, blut who
might happen to be under the full influence of a course of iron,
mercury, qtiinine, or arsenic, administered for some chronic
constitutional affection? And conversely, whether instances
were known of such persons being seized with fever, notwith-
standing, their previous medication? My queries shared the
fate of all troublesome questions that are not obliged to be
answered. My own subsequent experience has furnished me
witlh instances of fever cauglht by patients when under the con-
stitutional influence of each of the above-mentioned medicines.
Consequently, I amn now able to speak to that questioni myself,
by concluding that, as regards these several medicines, none
gives an assurance of safety against the contagion of fever-
poison.

Now, the question may be decided as readily by those of
large experience in respect to cholera; and, perhaps, therefore,
I may be permitted to ask it-not having had myself, I rejoice
to say, the opportunity of seeing any cases of cholera during
this epidemic:-Has cholera been known to attack patients
previously under the full influence of mercury, quinine, iron,
arsenic, sulphur, iodine, or cod-oil? or, any other remedy given
persistently? Have the workmen at calico-print works, largely
exposed to chlorine; bave vinegar nakers; phosphorus match-
nakers; gunpowder makers; or any other artisans whose avo-

cations habituate them to breathing medicated air, shown any
special exemption or proclivity? I amii, etc.,

C. RADCLYFFE HALL.
Torquay, October 21st, 1554.

THE PLEA OF INSANITY: IN REPLY TO MR. BREE
LETTER FROX J. G. DAVEY, M.D.

Srnm-I have read the letter of Mr. BaEE, in the JOuRNAL of
the 13th inst., with some degree of surprise. I do not think
that he is likely to continue to approve his strictures on the
"plea of insanity", as it is set forth in my paper.

In the first place, Mr. Bree objects to my "1 illiberal" remarks,
in so far as the "1 lawyers" are concerned. I beg leave to assure
him that I intende-d only to refer to the legal profession as a
profession, and not in any way to gentlemen practising therein.
Lord Brougham is a lawyer, and a very eminent one; but he is
more than this,-be is a philosopher; he is conversant not only
with the "worAs ofman", butthe "works of God". That there are
many more gentlemen (lawyers) who combine the said words
and works. no one doubLs. I do not by any means contend, as
Mr. Bree implies I do, that the judges should be accomplished
psychologists. I wish no such thing; but I think that lawyers
should, on principle, defer to medical authority; and not oppose
the medical evidence with their own shortcomings and preju-
dices, as they now and then are seen to do. Whatever " prac..
tical knowledge" of mankind the jndges may have acquired,
lhow can this afford to them that specific acquaintance with the
peculiarities of the mind, in either its healthy or its diseased
states, which is so indispensably necessary to "the liberties
and rights of our fellow-creaures", to quote the woids of Mr.
Bree. Members of the bar and the bench are not so inclined to
take the opinion of the best authorities (medical), and found
upon that the issue of a given case, as Mr. Bree gives them
credit for doing. A little inquiry may modify Mr. Broe's ex.-
pressed judgment on this particular headL


